HOW TO PLAY SOLO
Fill in the blanks on this page before viewing the story on the opposite side. Then transfer the words you’ve chosen into the corresponding spaces in the story — and enjoy the hilarious result!

HOW TO PLAY WITH FRIENDS — PIPH STYLE 🎉
Gather a sex-positive friend or two. In this variation, you are meant to see the full story on the opposite side, while your friends should not. The key is to be discerning about where you place their answers. For example, ask for several nouns at once, then place them in the funnest spaces. Ask for different answers if nothing seems to fit. Adjust the story however you’d like, and encourage your friends to be as freakish as possible. Then enjoy the hilarious result!

NOUN ________________________
ADVERB _______________________
ADJECTIVE _____________________
VERB _________________________
ADJECTIVE _____________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________
ADJECTIVE _____________________
NOUN _________________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
ADJECTIVE _____________________
NOUN _________________________
ADVERB _______________________
ADJECTIVE _____________________
ONLINE RETAILER _______________
VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________
ADJECTIVE _____________________
VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________
BODY PART _____________________